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Podere San Martino Privacy policy 

This policy, sets out the basis on which any personal data that we collect from you, or that you 
provide to us, will be processed by us. Please read the following carefully to understand our views 
and practices regarding your personal data and how we will treat it. By visiting this website and 
emailing us to request booking information, you are accepting and consenting to the practices 
described in this policy. 

We do not use cookies nor store information from the website, however we advise clients, as per 
Par. 13 of the Italian Civil Code, legislative decree 196/2003 and Par. 13 of EU Regulation 
2016/679, that, for our exclusive use, we will request personal information from you when making 
a booking such as: your name, address, e-mail address and phone number, we will use this should 
it be necessary to contact you regarding your stay. The details will then be stored on our secure 
server, and we will take reasonable steps to protect your information in accordance with this 
policy, including: 

 Installing a secure firewall; 
 Using anti-virus protection software; 
 Carrying out regular back-ups. 

Unfortunately, the transmission of information via the internet is not completely secure. Although 
we will do our best to protect your personal data, we cannot guarantee the security of any data 
transmitted, and any such transmission is at your own risk. Once we have received your 
information, we will use strict procedures and security features to try to prevent unauthorised 
access. 

Your rights 

You have the following rights under law in respect of your personal information: 

 The right to be informed about the collection and use of your personal information; 
 The right of access to your information to verify the legality of our use of it; 
 The right to request that inaccurate or incomplete information about you is rectified; 
 The right to request the deletion or removal of your information where there is no further 

reason for us to use it (such as you have withdrawn your consent); 
 The right to restrict the use of your information; 
 The right to obtain and reuse the information that we have about you for your own 

purposes; 
 The right to object to certain uses (such as for marketing purposes); and 



 The right not to be subject to a decision that has a legal effect on you that has been based on 
an automated decision. 

Should you wish to exercise any of these rights, you may do so at any time by writing to us at 
enquiries@psmartino.it 

Changes to our privacy policy 

Any changes we make to our privacy policy in the future will be posted on this page. Please check 
back frequently to see any updates or changes to our privacy policy. 

Contact 

Questions, comments and requests regarding this privacy policy are welcomed and should be 
addressed to Jane Oliphant at enquiries@psmartino.it 

On arrival you are required to confirm your address and provide passport or ID card details which 
must be registered with the Police within 24 hours of arrival, failure to comply will result in not 
being able to register you as our guest. This information will be kept for a period of 5 years as per 
Italian legislation and following that period will be destroyed as per Par 109 of R.D. 18.6.1931 
n.773. We kindly request that clients accept these conditions should they wish to make a booking. 
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